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• Sea ﬂoor topography à past ice dynamics
• Cavityà ocean circulaQon and ice melt
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Key Findings:
• Sea-floor trough
• Glacial debris deposits 10-60 m thick





~700 km of high 













Eisen et al., Polar Sci., 2015
1500 m, 60 channels
Sweep: 10 – 220 Hz
Time: 10 seconds
SPs 75 – 750 m
Method Comparison to BedMap2 Bathymetry Features
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Comparison to Bedmap2
Elevation from SL (m)
-240-1100
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Click on the map 


































































































Method Comparison to BedMap2 Bathymetry Features
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= constrained by data
Retrograde slope Possible GL retreat positions
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